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Abstract. Let H be a finite or an infinite alphabet, and - be a congruence relation over C*. This 
paper first presents ufficient (or necessary and sufficient) conditions for t/- to be finite, a finite 
semigroup, or a finite group, where Lc C* and L/- is the set of congruence classes of words in 
L. Next we define, for many pumping conditions which are equivalent to rationality, the corre- 
sponding factor pumping conditions, and show that these factor pumping conditions are also 
equivalent to rationality. 
1. 1ntroductioa 
This paper is a continuation of Hashiguchi [4], and consists of two main parts. 
The first part is Section 3 in which we study properties of congruence relations - 
over C* for some finite or infinite alphabet C. Actually, we first present sufficient 
conditions for L/ - to be finite, a finite semigroup, or a finite group, where L c Z*, 
and L/- is the set of congruence classes of words in L. These conditions become 
necessary and sufficient respectively, when Fact(L) = L, where Fact(L) is the set of 
factors of words in L. Some of these conditions may be regarded as generalizations 
of those which appear in Simon [lo], or in De Luca and Restivo [8], and are 
conditions for Z*/ - to be a finite semigroup. To prove these results, we need 14, 
Theorem 2.31. The second part is Section 4 in which we introduce the notion of 
factor pumping conditions: a factor pumping condition is a restricted version 
of a pumping condition C such that some conditions in must hold for all 
y E Fact(L) of sufficiently great length, but they do not on anything about 
YEP - Fact(L). We show that to each pumping conditio hich appears in [4] 
and which is equivalent o rationality, the corresponding factor pumping condition 
FC is also uivalent to rationality, t this relation may not hold for a pum 
condition uch that if L satisfies then Z*- act(L) is finite or cofinite. 
example, there exists a pumping condition satisfies 
syntactic monoid is a finite group, but there ch satisfy 
whose syntactic monoids are not groups. 
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liminaries 
Semigroups and congruence relations may be regarded as the same in the following 
sense. Let S be a semigroup whose set of generators is 2. Thus, C is a finite or an 
infinite alphabet: C may not be unique, but we consider some fixed C. Then -s is 
the congruence relation over C* associated with S such that, for any v, w E Cs, 
v -s w iff v and w are the same element of S. Conversely, if - is a congruence 
relation over X*, then Z*/-, the quotient of C modulo -, is a semigroup with 
(binary) operation ( l , -) such that, for any v, w E P, [ v]( 9, -)[ w] = [VW], where 
={XEz*iX-v}. 
Now we introduce some definitions and notations. $ is the negation of -. A is 
e null word. 0 is the empty set. For w E C *, 8’(w) is the length of w, C(w) is the 
set of symbols in C which appear in w, and Fact(w) is the set of factors of w, that 
is, 
Fact(w)=‘(yEE*l w = ;rcyz for some x, 2 E C*}. 
For LcS*, LJ- ={[v]!v~L}, C(L)=(ad(w)lw~L}, and Fact(L)= 
{y E Fact(w) 1 w E L}. For a set Q, #Q is the cardinality of Q. For a positive integer 
m and a wordy E YZ*, D(y, m) is the set of sequences, (yl , . . . , y,), of m nonempty 
words such that y = y, . . . ym. 
3. Conditions for L/k to be finite, a finite semigmup, or a finite group 
Throughout this section, let C be a finite or an infinite alphabet, and - be a 
congruence relation over C *. Let L c C* be any language. This section presents 
conditions for L/- to be finite, a finite semigroup, or a finite group. To prove some 
of these results, we need [4, Theorem 2.31. So we first explain this theorem briefly. 
For positive integers m, n, the integer I(m, n) is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
For m=l, 
(1.1) 1(1,1) = 1; 
(1.2) for n > 1, 
I(1, n)=(l(l, n-l)+l)(n”‘*“-‘l+‘+l). 
For m> 1, 
(2.1) I(m, 1)=2m-1; 
(2.2) fo:n>l, I(m,n)=K(mnK+l), where 
K =m(I(m, n-l)+l)(l(m-1, ~2.‘(~~“-~)+9+3). . 
A word w E 2” is said to be sequentially (m, n) periodic on the right (w.r.t. -) 
iff #E(W) s n and, for any sequence (x, yl, . . . , ym, z) E (Z*)m+2 with w = 
XYI . . . ymz, there exist integers j, 
YP" Yj-dYj. * l Yd2* 
f of the following t 
sjsksrn) such that yl...yk- 
can be found in [4, eorem 2.31. 
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e~rem 3.1. If a word w is sequentially (m, n) periodic on the right w.r.t. -, and 
e(w)>I(m,n), then thereexistx,y,zEZ* such that w=xyz, y#c and w-xz. 
In the rest of this section, we present conditions for L/- to be finite, a finite 
semigroup, or a finite group, where C may be finite or infinite. When C is infinite, 
we need C(L)/- to be finite for finiteness of Fact(L)/-. And this condition plus 
conditions in the case when C is finite become the conditions when C is infinite. 
To prove sufficiency (or necessity and sufficiency) of some conditions for L/- to 
be finite, we need Theorem 3.1. The following theorem is one of the main results 
of this section, where conditions ( 1) and (2) are inspired on [lo], and (3) is from [8]. 
Theorem 3.2. If is finite and L c C* satisfies one of the following conditions, then 
Lf - is finite. 
(1) The set of nonidempotent elements of Fact(L)/-, that is, {[v] 1 v E Fact(L) and 
v + v2), is finite. 
(2) There exists a positive integer m such that, for any sequence (yI , . . . , y,,,) E 
(Fact(L))” with y, . . . ym E Fact(L), there exist integers j, k ( 1 <j < k s m) such that 
yi... yk iS idempotent (w.r.t. -), that is, Yj l . . yk - (yj. . . yk)2. 
(3) There exists a positive integer m such that, for any sequence, (y,, . . . , ym) E 
(Fact(L))” with y1 . . . ym E Fact(L), there exist integers j, k (1 s j G k s m) such that 
Yl ...Yk~Y1...Yj-,(yi...Yk)‘. 
(4) mere exists a positive integer n such that, for any w E Fact(L) with f(w) 3 n, 
there exist x, y, z E C* such that w = xyz, y # A, and w - xz. 
Proof. We first note that (4) implies that #(L/w)<l+#Z+e .e+(#X)“-‘, and 
L/- is finite. It is also easy to see (2)=$(3) by putting y1 . . . yj_1 to the left of each 
side of the equation in (2). To prove (3)+(4), we need Theorem 3.1. If L satisfies 
(3), then any w E L is sequentially (m, #Z(w)) periodic on the right w.r.t. -. Then, 
for any w E L with k’(w) > I(m, #Z(w)), there exist x, y, z E C* such that w = xyz, 
y f A, and w - xz. Thus (4) holds. 
Now (l)*(2) is left to be proved. Let NI be the set of nonidempotent elements 
in L/-. Assume that NI is finite. The ideas of the proof are not so difficult, but we 
need some cumbersome definitions and notations. So we first consider the simple 
caseswhen#NI=lor2.Let#NI=l.Weputm- - 2, and consider any y E (Fact( L))2 
and ( yl, y2) E D( y, 2). Assume that the assertion does not hold. Then yl , y2, y1 y2 E NI. 
Since # NI = 1, it follows that y, - y2 - yl y2. But then y1 - y1 y2 - ylyl = y:, a contra- 
diction. 
Next, let #NI = 2. We put m - #NI l 3 + 1 = 7. Let y E (Fact( L))7, (y, , . l . , yd E 
D(y, 7) and assume that the assertion does not hold. Since # NI = 2, there exist 
integers il, i2, i3, ill (1 G il < i2 < is c i4 G 7) such that 
Yl l =~Yi,~y~=*~yiz-y~..~yi,-y~...yi,. 
Now Put xl=Yl***Yil, V2=Yilfl**-Yiz, V3=Yi2+lm.*Yij an v4=yiJ+I - l l yi4* ere 
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exist j,k (2<j<ks4) such that V2...Vj-V2...Vka ttingx2=v2...vjandx3= 
Vj+l l l l Vk, we have 
Xl - x92 - x92x3 and ~2 - ~2x3. 
Since #NI = 2, we have x,, - xB forsomep,q (lsp<(1<3). But theri 
2 
XP - xpxp+l . l * xq - xpxq - xpxp = xp, 
a contradiction. 
Now we consider the case where #NI > 2. We put n = #NI. For each i 2 1, let 
SNI( i) be the set of sequences (yl). . . , yi) of i nonempty words for which the 
assertion in (2) does not hold. It suffices to show that SNI( i) = 0 for some i since 
SNI(i) =0 implies SNI(i+ 1) =@. 
For i=l,..., n, define the integer J(i) as follows: 
(1) J(l)=n+l; 
(2) J(i) = n l J(i - 1) + 1. 
We shall prove that SNI(J(n)) = 0. We need some definitions. Let p be a positive 
integer, and (yl, . . . , yP) be a sequence of p words. Let q be an integer such that 
1 s q s p_ A q-prefix decomposition of (yl , . . . , yp) is a sequence (x, , . . . , xq) such 
that, for some q integers il,i2,...,ip (lGi,Ci2C*m*CiqGp), xl=yl...yil, x2= 
Yi,+l l l l Y- 82 ’ . . *, and xiq =yi4_,+1 . . . yiqm 
Claim. If SNI(J( n)) # 0, then, for any integer i (1 G i G n) and any (yI , . . . , y,(i)) E 
SNI(J(i)), there &S~S an (i + 1)-p&~ decomposition (x,, . . . , xi+,) of (ys 9 . . . , y,(i)) 
such that the fobwing hold: 
Xl - XIX2 - xlxZx3 -mmg-X*X2X3.*.Xi+l, 
x2 - x2x3 h~oo~X2X3~~~Xi+~, 
Before presenting the proof of the claim, let us prove ( 1) a( 2) by using the claim. 
Assume that SNI(J(n)) # 0 and (y,, . . . , y& E SNI(J( n)). By the claim, there 
exists an (n + 1 )-prefix decomposition (x, , . . . , x,,+~) of (y, , . . . , y,(,,)) for which 
the assertion in the claim holds. Since #NI = n, there exist j, k (1 s j c k s n + 1) 
such that xj - xk. But then, Xj - XjXi+l. . . xk - ~flk - xi’, a contradiction. 
The proof is by induction on i. When i = 1, for any (yl, . . . , yn+,) E 
exists a 2-prefix decomposition (x, , x2) of (yl, . . . , y,,+,) 
such that xl - x,x,. w let i > 1, and consider any (yl, . . . , y,(i)) E SNI(J(i)). 
n l J( i - 1) + 1, there exists a (J( i - 1) + 1).prefix decomposition 
xJti-I)+I) of (YI 9 0 l l 3 yJ(i,) S 
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Now, put y’=(x2,x3,..=,x I(i-l)+l). Clearly, yk SNI(J( i - 1)), so, by induction, 
ere exists an i-prefix decomposition (v2, . . . , vi+,) of y’ such that 
02 - 02v3 - V2V3V4” ’ ’ l - V2V3V4. . . Vi+1 9 
V3 - V3V4 -***-v3v4.*.v~+~) 
Vi - &Vi+1 l 
Now the sequence (x, , v2,. . . Vi+,) is an (i+ 1).prefix decomposition of 
(Y l,. . . , Y,(i)) which satisfies the assertion. This completes the proof of the claim 
and the proof of Theorem 3.2. Cl 
Remark 3.3. In the above proof of (l)*(2), for any y E (Fact(L))” and yl,. . . , ym E 
Fact(L) with y = y1 . . . ym, we consider the case where yi # A for all i. If yi = A for 
some & then h-k’, and the assertion is trivial. 
Remark 3.4. The proof of (l)*(2) in the above can be easily done by using Ramsey’s 
Theorem as in [lo]. But our proof is constructive and presents asystematic procedure 
for obtaining an idempotent element. We also note that J(i) s (n + l)i for all i. Thus, 
J(n)G(n+l)“. 
Corollary 3.5. If2 isfinite, then ( l), (2), (3) and (4) in l%eorem 3.2 are aZ1 equivalent. 
Proof. We proved (l)+(2)*(3)*(4) in Theorem 3.2. Assume that (4) holds. Then, 
for any w E Fact(L) of length a n, there exists a v E C* such that w - v and k’(v) < n. 
Thus, 
#(Fact(L)/-)< l+#C+= l l +(#Z)“-‘. 
Then ( 1) holds since 
{v E Fact(L) 1 v + v2)l- c Fact(L)/-. Cl 
mark 3.6. Conditions (l)-(4) in Theorem 3.2 are not necessary for L/- to be 
finite. For example, let L = ab*a, C = ia, b}, and - be the smallest congruence 
relation over C * such that, for any i 3 0, ab’a - a. Then, L/ - = {[a]}, but L satisfies 
neither of (l)-(4) in Theorem 3.2. However, when Fact(L) = L, the following 
corollary holds. 
.7. If C isfinite and Fact(L) = L, then conditions (l)-(4) in Theorem 3.2. 
are all equivalent to the finiteness of Ll_-. 
If L/ - is finite, then Theorem 3.2 (1) holds sin 
finiteness of Ll- in the proof 
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Before proceeding to conditions for L/ - to be a finite semigroup or a finite group, 
we note the following theorem. 
then either L is finite or L = a*. 
(2) 7he cardinality of the WJ = N, where PC is the cardinal- 
f. (1): If Isa* and L is not finite, then L=Fact(L)=a*. 
(2): Define a mapping f fro set of positive integers N to {a, b}* as follows: 
for any i E AI, f(i) = ab’a. For c N, &fke f( NO) = {f(i) 1 i E I$,}. Now, for each 
N,c N, wee: consider Fact( f ( NO)). Th can easily see that, for any NO, A 1 = N 
with NO f N1, Fact( f ( NO)) # Fact( f ( f we note that, for any i E No- N (or 
ic N - NAfW FMf( ) (~rf(~kFa~(f(N,N +wf(Nm 
since #2N = N and the cardinal@ of the set of recursively enumerable languages 
is #N, the assertion follows. Ezl 
We say that L c C* satisfies SP( -) iff, for any U, v E L, there exist w, IW’E L such 
that uv - w and vu - w’. The following proposition is obvious. 
ition 3.9. L/- is a semigroup with the operation (0, -) if L sati.$es SP( -). 
The following two corollaries are corolla+es to Theorem 3.2 and Pm~us~tio!~ 39, 
where the statement “that L c C* vtisfies Condition( p + i)” ( 16 i s J+) nrre MS that 
(-) and (i) from Theciem 3.2. 
3.10. If C is finite and L satis_lies Condition( p + i), then L/- is a finite 
semigroup, where i E { 1,2,3,4}. 
3.11. If C is finite and Fact(L) = L, then L/- is a finite semigroup iff L 
+ i), where i c { 1,2,3,4}. 
For Lf - to be a finite group, we consider the following conditions. 
ere exists a positive integer m such that, for any y E ZmZ*, it holds that, 
, ym) E D(y, m), there exist integers j, k (1 <j s k s m) such that 
Yj... yk -A, that is, [Yj.. . yk] is the identity of Z*/ -. 
(Z(L)): For any acZ(L), there exist U, VE L suck that ua--v-A. 
the conditions G(V), FG(3) and FG(““) as follo 
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3.12. C is jfnite, and L c C* satisfies 
- is a jinite group with operation (-, -), and the identity [h]. 
Assume that L satisfies the conditions. Since L satisfies S 
semtgroup. Since L satisfies PC@), it follows that, for any w E L 
exist (Ye,..., y,,&D(w& and j,k such that y+. yk-k Then w- 
Yl l l l Yj-lYk+l l l L Ym* ThUS, 
#L/-C l*#z+oe l +(#C)“-‘, 
and L/- is finite. To prove that L/- is a group, it suffices to show that, for any 
x E L, there exist u, v E L such that ux - xv -h, where we recall that L satisfies 
SP( -)* This assertion is clear when k’(x) s 1. Now let x = ZM with v E X*, and a E Z 
By induction, there exist vo, vl, ao, a1 E L such that 
vov - vvl - a00 - aal - k. 
Then 
vaal v1 - vvl - h - vov - aovova. 
Since L satisfies SP( -), there exist y, z E L such that a, vl - y and aovo- z. Then 
vay-zva-h. q 
Corollary 3.13. [f P: is finite and Fact(L) = L, then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) Ll- is a finite group with the operation (e, -) and the identity [h]. 
(2) L satisjies SP(-), FG(W) and G(X(L)). 
(3) L satisjFes SP(-), FG@), and G(Z(L)). 
Proof. We have proved (3)‘( 1) in Theorem 3. 2. me assertion (2)*(s) is obvious. 
SO let us prove (l)*(2). Assume (1) holds. Clearly, LsatisEesSP(-1, and G@(L)): 
note that E(L) c Fact(L) = L. Now, put m = #Ll_. Consider any y E CmZ,* A 
Fact(L) and (y,, . . . , y,)ED(y,m). Weputxo=h,x,=yl,~2=ylYz,...,andxm= 
Yl l . l y,,,. Since xi E Fact(L) = L for all i and m = #L/-, there ex 
m) such that Xj - xk. Let u E L be a word such that [u] = [xi 1-l. 
us (2) holds. Cl 
is finite, then the following conditions are equivalent. 
is a jinite group with the operation (l , -). 
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We first note that the 
that (1)+(2)+3)9(l). By Con, 
It is obvious that (2)=~(3) h&k 
Coroky 3.13, we can see that 2% ’ J is 
Mow it will suEce to sho%Vg 
fus-.rsr,-LIQhisis 
3.15. In Theorem 3.12, 
finite. For example, let L = (ub 
relation over C* such that ab”a 
and Ll- is a finite group. But L d 
condition for L/- to 
-CIben L/-={[A 
Now we shall consider the e where C is an infinite alphabet. In order for 
Fact(L)/ - to be finite, it is neces for C(L) - to be finite. This 
other conditions which ar when C is finite are clearly conditions also whea C 
is infinite. In the sequel we will present some of these results whose proofs are clear 
from the case when ZI is finite. 
eordIary 3.16, &fC is ~~~~~~@, S(L) - isjbite, and L satisjes one of the conditions 
(l)-(4) irs TImmm 3.2, 
co ite, a ite iff Z(L)/- is 
jfnite and L sati@ies eorem 2(i), where i E { 1,2,3,4}. 
ite, Z(L)/- is finite and L satisjes the conditions in 
en the following conditions are equivalent. 
the operation (m , -). 
x= 
e ex 
r all ia forlorn ition is 
all isw” with ‘&. . 
Ious condition. 
CB(T, V, i = 0): There exists a positive inte r Ilt such thar, for all x, ys z 
, it holds that, for all ( y1 2 . . e ) ym) E D( ys m), there exist j, k (1 s 
such that xyz~ L iff xyl . . . ~~-~yk+~. . . y,z E. L. 
For C,(T, 3, i aO), we define the correspondin 
FC,(T, 3, ia0) which is obtained fmm CE(T, 3, i B 
Z”‘Z*, . . .” with “. . . with y E Fact(L) AZ’%*, . . .‘*I 
is the following condition. 
FC,(T, V, i a 1): There exists a positive integer m such that, for all x, y, z E C 
y E Fact(L) nX’“X*, it holds that, for any (yt , . . . , ym) E D(y, m), there exist j, k 
SuchthatvzELiff xy,...yj_r(y~...y~)iyk+E...y~zELforallibl. 
conditions As pumping 
conditions. 
for rational languages, we present here the followin 
Cz(S, 3, i a 0): There exists a positive integer 111 such that, for any y E JP’JZ*, it 
holds that, for some (y, , . . . , ym) E D(y, m), there exist j, k (1 <j s k s m) such that, 
for all X, z E X*, yj.. . yk is a pump for xyI . . . y&z between xyt -. . yj+ and z w.r.t. L. 
CJS, 3, i 3 0): There exists a positive integer rn such that, for any y E 2 “‘X*, it 
holds that, for some (yt , . . . , y,,,) E D(y, m ), there exist j9 k ( 1 s j G k =G m) such that, 
for all x, z E X*, yi . . . yk is a pump for xyi . . . y&z between x and z w.r.t. L. 
C4(S, 3, i a 0): Theie exists a positive integer PI-Z such that, for any y E 
holds that, for some (yt , . . . , y,,,)ED(y,m),thereexistj,k(l~j~k 
for all z E C”, Yj . . . y& is a pump for yt . . . y&z betwee 
Note that “subwords”: sometimes the total word y may not ap 
XYl -Y&z in i a 0), for example. 
We can prove the ‘following theorem which can 
y rational expression co 
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.I. 7%e conditions FC,(T, V, i 2 0), (T, V, i = 0), 
C2(S, V, i = 0), FC2(S, 3, i >O), FCz(S, 3, i =O), 
C4(S, V, i 2 0), FC&, V, i = 0), FC4(S, 3, i a 0), and 
equivalent to rationality. 
We first note that, for each (X, Y, Z) in the theorem, Y, Z) is 
equivalent o rationality, where X is T or S, Y is V or 3, and 2 is i a 0, i 3 1, or 
i = 0. Actually, the following authors have proved the equivalence of rationality and 
the corresponding conditions. 
(1) Ehrenfeucht et al. [Z]: G,(T, V, i 2 0) and C,(T, V, i = 0); 
(2) Stanat and Weiss [11]: Cz(S, 3, i a 0); 
(3) De Luca and Re [g]: C*(S, V, i 3 1). 
The equivalence of S, V, i 2 1) and rationality can be easily deduced from 
[lo]. The equivalence of C,(S, V, i 2 0), CY(S, V, i = 0), C,(S, 3, i 3 0), C,( S, 3, i = 0) 
and rationality can be easily proved if we consider a finite automaton accepting L, 
The proof of other equivalences can be found in [4]. Next it is clear that, for each 
C,(X, Y, Z), if L satisfies CJX, Y, Z), then L satisfies FC,,(X, Y, Z). Thus it 
suffices to show for each FCJX, Y, Z) that if L satisfies FC,,(X, Y, Z), then L 
satisfies e,<X, Y, Z). We can prove that if L satisfies. FCJX, Y, Z) with m, then 
L satisfies CJX, Y, Z) with )(n’= M + 1 for each FC,((X, Y, Z). Since the ideas of 
the proof of this assertion are essentially the same for all FCJX, Y, Z), we shall 
present he proof for FC,(T, V, i 3 0). 
Assume that L satisfies FC,(T, V, i 2 0) with m. Consider any y E F’+‘Z*, any 
xJEz* and any (y,,..., y,+,) E D(y, m + 1). If y, . . . y,,, E Fact(L), then 
(Y W**,Ym)~D(YP.= y,,,,m),andthereexistj,k(ldjbk~~)suchthatyi...y, 
is a pump for xyz between xy, . . . yj-1 and ~k+~. .  Y,,,+~z w.r.t. L. Thus, in this case, 
the assertion of C’,(T, V, i 2 @) holds to x, y, z. Now, assume that y, . . . ym ti Fact(L). 
Then E*y, . l l ym(y,+,)“Z” n L = 0. So we putj = k = m + 1, and the assertion holds. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. •l 
emark 4.2. In t e proof of Theorem 4.1, we use the fact that each C,(X, Y, Z) is 
equivalent to rationality. We can prove the equivalence of FC,,(X, Y, Z) and 
rationality more directly, i.e., without depending on this fact. To see this, we first 
note that if L is rational, then L satisfies C,CX, Y, Z), a fortiori FCJX, Y, Z): this 
can be easily seen if we consider the syntactic monoid of L or a finite automaton 
accepting L. The converse direction is the problem the following, we shall present 
more direct proofs of two cases, i.e., the proofs of ,(T, V, i = 0) *rationality, and 
36, , i a 1) *rationality. ’ 
onaIi~. The idea of the proof is essentially the same 
, i = O)*rationality in [2]: the only differences are 
me that L satisfi V, i = 0) with m. Let F, 
C which satisfy i = 0) with m. It suffices 
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to prove the following two claims since if the two claims hold, then (w?!,I 
(c Fm) is finite: note that, for each w E .E*, w- 
corresponds to the state of the reduced automaton 
by w from the initial state of &. 
. F, is jnite. 
2. For any w E C*, w”L satisfies 1 (T, V, i = 0) with m. 
im 1. We need the followin restricted version of eorem 
Theorem (Ramsey). For any positive integer S there exists the least positive integer 
J( S 2) such that, for anyfinite set B with # B 2 J( k, 2) and any subsets Ct , C, c S( B, 2) 
waft C, v Cz = S( 2), there exists a set D c B such that # = k and either S$ 
C, orS(D,2)cCz. Here,forasetB,S(B,2)={CcBl#C=2}. 
To prove Claim 1, we shall prove that, for any L, L’c Z*, if 
{we L)8(w)a J(m+1,2))={wE L’lt(w)s J(m+1,2)}, 
then L = L’. (If we can prove this assertion, then #F, G (2”)*, where n = 
#{w E C* I k’( w) 6 J( m + 1,2)}.) Assume that L and L’ satisfy the condition. Since 
the assertion is symmetric to L and L’, it suffices to show that, for any w E X*, if 
WEL, then WEL’. o we shall prove that L c L’ and L’c L.) The proof is by 
induction on 8(w). If k’( w) < J( m + 1,2), the assertion is clear. Let 8(w) > J( m + 1,2). 
Let w = x1x2.. . xl(m+l,2) z with xieZ (l~i~J(m+l,2)) and EC+. We put B= 
{i I 1 G i G J( m + 1,2)} and define C, and C2 as follows. 
G =w>I 1 si<jsJ(m+1,2) and x~...x~-Ix~x~+~...x~(~+~,~)zEL}; 
C2={{i,j}J1ai<j<J(m+1,2) and ~1 . ..~i-l~j~j+l -.xJ(~+I.z)~W, 
where if i= 1, then x1.. . xi-l =A. 
By Ramsey’s theorem, there exists a D c B such that #D = m + 1 and either 
S(D,2)cC, or S(D,2)cC,. Let D={il,i2,...,im+l}, where l~i,<i2<--< 
i,++J(m+l,2). We put y1=~i,~i,+l...~i~_1, y2=Xi,xi,+l...Xi3-1, . . . . and 
Ym = xi~,xi,,,+l l l l Xi,,,+,-1 l Then w = uyl . . . y,vz, where u = xl . . . Xi,-l, and 
V = Xi,“+, . . . XJ(m+l,*) l Since L satisfies C,(T, V, i =0) and w E L, it follows 
that yl . ..Y.EFact(L) and, for some j, k (lsjsk<rn), WEL iff 
UYI l l l Yj_lY&+l l l l YJE L. 
Thus, S(D, 2) c C,. Since L’ satisfies O), and 4~~ . . . ~~1 
J(m + 1,2), it follows that y1 . . . y,EFact(L’) and, for some p, q (l~p~q~m), 
w E L’ iff try l==*Yp-lYq+l*.* ymz E L’. 
By induction, uy, . . . yp_lyq+l . . . y,,,z E L’. Thus w E L’, and 
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im 2. Assume that Lc C* satisfie 
w E G*. We first note that Fact( w-IL) c Fact(L). 
4’(y) 2 m Then y E Fact(L). Consider any (yl, . . . 
L satisfies FC1(T, V, i = 0) with m, there exist j, k (1 sj G k s m) such that ~392 E L 
iff wxyl  **yj-_1Yk+lo** y,2 E L Then, xy2 E w-‘L if! wxy2 E L iff 
WY1 . . . Yj-lY&+l . . . Y&E L iff Xy1. . . yj-1Y&+l. . . ym2E W-IL. 
Thus, w-‘L satisfies FC,(T, V, i = 0) with m. This completes the more direct proof 
of FC,(T, V, i = O)*rationality. El 
f of FC#, V. i a l)+rat Assume that L satisfies FC3(S, V, ia 1) with 
m. Let -o be the relation over Fact(L) such that for any y E Fact(L) n ZmS*, any 
(Y l,=-*, y&D(y,m), and any j, k (lsjsk==m), fi..~y&-O(y+..y&)’ iff, for 
anyx;zEP, 
(x&...y&zEL iff x(&...y&)‘zEL). 
Now let - be the smallest equivalence relation over Fact(L) which satisfies the 
following: 
(1) for any 8, w E Fact(L), if t) -o w, then v - w; 
(2) for any U, v, x, y E Fact(L), if u -x, v - y, and uv, xy - Fact(L), then uv - xy. 
Then - is the smallest congruence relation over Fact(L) which contains cyo, and 
it holds that, for any y, y’ E Fact(L), if y - y’, then, for any X, 2 E X*, (xy2 E L iff 
xy’2 E L). We can see by Theorem 3.2 that Fact(L)/- is finite since L satisfies 
FC#, V, i 3 1). From -, we define the equivalence relation = over C* as follows: 
For any y, y% X*, 
(i) if y, y’c Fact(L), then y =y’ iff y-y’; 
(ii) if y E Fact(L) and y’ e Fact(L), then y + y’; 
(iii) if y, y% Fact(L), then y = y’. 
We can easily see that = is a congruence relation over C* such that, for any 
y, y’ E Z*, if y = y’, then, for any X, 2 E Z*, (xy2 E L iff xy’2 E L). Here we note that 
if ye Fact(L), then Z’*yZ* n L ==a and, for any u, v, x, YE Z*, if u =x and v = y, 
then uu = my. can see that Ll- = LJ= and 
#P/= S #Fact(L)/- + 1. 
Thus, C*/ = is a finite monoid. We define a morphism f : C * + Z*/ = as follows: 
for any y, Y’E Z*, f(y) =f(y’) iff y = y’. Let B be the set of congruence classes [v] 
such that v E L. Then, clearly, Lcf-‘( B) and it also holds that L of-‘(B) 
since if v E L and w E [v], then h.v.A E L iff h.w.A E L. Thus, L =f-‘( B) and L is 
rational. •1 
is weaker than the corresponding p
) for any L c E*, if L satisfies 
such eo~~it~ons. 
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(T, 3, i 2 0): There exists a positive integer m such that, for any y E XmC 
holds that 
(i) for some ( y1 , . . . , ym) E D(y, m), there exist j, k (1 s j s k G m) such that, 
for any XJEP, yi... yk is a pump for xyz between qyt . . . yj_& and yk+l . . . ymz 
w.r.t. L, and 
(ii) there exist u, v E C* such that uyt, E L. 
can easily see that if L satisfies Cs(T, 3, i 3 0), then L is rational and C 
Fact(L) c {w E Z*I d’(w) < m}. To show that FC&(T, 3, i 20) is weaker than 
C5(T, 3, i a 0), we present he following language: L = o*bta*. By putting m = 
can see that L satisfies FC5(T, 3, i 3 0), but L does not satisfy CJT, V, i 20): 
C* - Fact(L) is infinite. 
The second example is the condition for the syntactic monoid of L to be a finite 
group. This is C,(S, 3, i a 0). First we note the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. 7Ire conditions CJS, V, i SO), C3(S, V, i = 0), C3(S, 3, i 20) and 
(S, 3, i = 0) are all equivalent to the condition for the syntactic monoid of L to be 
a jinite group. 
Proof. It is obvious that 
C,(S,V, ibO)*C,(S,V, i=O)*C,(S, 3, i=O), 
and 
C&V, iaO)*C,(S,3, i30)*C3(S,3, i=O). 
Let -L be the congruence relation over C* such that, for any 0, w E Z*, v -L w iff, 
for any X, z E Z*, (xvz E L iff xwz E L). Then the syntactic monoid of L is E*/wL. 
We shall prove that 
(1) if Z*/-& is a finite group, ti:en L satisfies C,(S, V, i 3 0), and 
(2) if L satisfies C,(S, 3, i = 0), then Z*/- L is a finite group. 
Roof of (1). Assume that X*/- L is a finite group. Put m = #(E*/-,). Consider 
anyyEYZ*andany(y,,..., y,&zD(y,m). There exist j, k (Osj<ksm) such 
that y1 . ..yj_LYl... yk, where if j = 0, then yl . . . yi = A. Since X*/wL is a group, 
xy1. . . Yj -LA for some XEC*. Then 
h- L XYl l =-Yj “LxYl l **yk “Lyj+l**-yk* 
Thus, C,(S, V, i a 0) holds. 
Proof of (2). Assume that L satisfies Cs(S, 3, i = 0) with m. We can see by induction 
on k’(y) that, for any y E C mZ*, there exists a y’ E at y -L y’ and k’(y‘) < rn. 
Then 
#(S”/-,)sl+#L:+-•+(# 
is finite. It is obvious that Z*/ -L is a monoid with t 
ranyyE *, XY “LYZ 
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the assertion is clear. Let y E 2. Then D( y”‘, m) = {(y, l l . , y)}. 
(1 sj s k s m) such that y&-j+’ -L h. Then y.yk-’ wL yk-‘.y -L A. 
some t, E C+ and a E 2Z, we can prove the assertion by induction 
Theorem 3.12. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 
FC,(S, V, i 2 0) is weaker than CJS, 3, i = 0). 
f. We shall present certain languages which satisfy FC&(S, V, i 2 0), but their 
syntactic monoids are not groups. Consider any finite language Lc Z*, and put 
m = max(e( w) 1 w E L} + 1. Then Fact(L) n CmC* = 0, and L satisfies FC3( S, V, i a 0) 
with m, but Z*/- L is not a group. Other examples are the following. Let C = Co u {a}, 
where & # 8) and a s?! &. Let L be any nonempty rational language over & whose 
syntactic monoid is a group. For any i (i 3 l), let Li = (La)% Since Z$/- L is a 
finite group, by Theorem 4.3, L satisfies C,(S, V, i >O) with some m. Now put 
m’=(m+l)(i+l). Consider any y&‘“‘X* and any (yl,.. ., y,&D(y,m’). By 
definition of m’, we can see that for some p (0~ p s d- m), yP+lyP+2. . yp+,,, E
Fact(L): note that Fact(L) = X8. Since L satisfies C,(S, V, i 2 0) with m, there exist 
j, k (p+l~j~k~p+m) such that ~...y~-~h. Then, for any x,zEZ*, 
XYj.*. YkZELi IFF x=x0x1, z=z~z~, xo~(La)', X,yj...ykzIEL and zoE(aL)’ for 
some xO,~l,zo,~l~Z* and some integers r, s with r+s=i IFF x=x0x1, z=zlzo, 
x0 E (La)', xlzl E L, and z. E (aL)” for some x0, x1, z,, z1 E C* and some integers r, 
s with r+s= i IFF ~h.z=x~~,z,z~~L~. 
ThUS, Yj*** yk - ~~ A, and Li satisfies FCJ(S, V, i 2 0), but its syntactic monoid is 
not a group. 0 
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